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Background: Patients with bradycardia and permanent pacemakers continue to have symptoms of presyncope and syncope. A concomitant 
vasodepressor component may possibly account for the persistence of these symptoms. A sensor which could intervene at the onset of a drop in 
blood pressure(BP) may be able to alleviate this response.
Methods: Patients with syncope and bradycardia were implanted with a Biotronik permanent pacemaker with a Closed Loop Stimulation (CLS) 
sensor. The CLS sensor responds to a change in cardiac contractility, by measuring localized cardiac impedance, and translating this information to 
an appropriate rate response. Pts. who continued with symptoms underwent standard protocol Tilt table testing. The pacemaker was programmed to 
nominal rate support settings and contractility data was collected. BP and heart rates were recorded every min for a period of 25 mins.
Results: 17 pts. with a bradycardia indication for pacing, h/o syncope and persistence of symptoms underwent Tilt testing. In 10 pts., a transient 
or sustained drop in BP was associated with a nearly immediate corresponding increase in the CLS rate. BP drop ranged from 10 to 40 mm of Hg. In 
5 pts., this response occcured with Isopril infusion. 2 pts. showed no change, one due to oscillation between sinus rhythm and atrial tachyarrhythmia, 
and another due to frequent PACs and PVCs. BP reponse would vary from 2 - 15 mins after start of Tilt. With Isuprel the drop in BP occurred 2-6 
minutes after infusion. Response of CLS was consistent with the degree of drop in BP. After the Tilt test the CLS was programmed on with a moderate 
response. During long term follow up 2-14 mos. 9 pts are symptom free. 6 pts., continue to have symptoms of a lesser intensity while 2 pts., continue 
to be as symptomatic. t
Conclusions: 1.Patients with bradycardia who continue to have syncopal symptoms despite permanent pacing exhibit transient drops in BP during 
Head up Tilt testing.
2.There is an associated increase in cardiac contractility during the smallest and transient drops in BP.
3.The CLS sensor is very sensitive in changes in contractility, and translates this to an increase in rate. 4. CLS improves patients symptoms during 
follow up
